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Precise underwater geodetic positioning remains a challenge. Measurements combining

surface positioning (GNSS) with underwater acoustic positioning are generally performed

from research vessels. Here we tested an alternative approach using a small Unmanned

Surface Vehicle (USV) with a compact GNSS/Acoustic experimental set-up, easier to

deploy, and more cost-effective. The positioning system included a GNSS receiver

directly mounted above an Ultra Short Baseline (USBL) module integrated with an inertial

system (INS) to correct for the USV motions. Different acquisition protocols, including

box-in circles around transponders and two static positions of the USV, were tested. The

experiment conducted in the shallow waters (40m) of the Bay of Brest, France, provided

a data set to derive the coordinates of individual transponders from two-way-travel times,

and direction of arrival (DOA) of acoustic rays from the transponders to the USV. Using

a least-squares inversion, we show that DOAs improve single transponder positioning

both in box-in and static acquisitions. From a series of short positioning sessions (20min)

over 2 days, we achieved a repeatability of ∼ 5 cm in the locations of the transponders.

Post-processing of the GNSS data also significantly improved the two-way-travel times

residuals compared to the real-time solution.

Keywords: seafloor geodesy, GNSS/acoustics, underwater positioning, unmanned surface vehicle, direction of

acoustic ray arrivals, direction of arrival

1. INTRODUCTION

In plate tectonics, precise positioning of points on the seafloor is a key for applications ranging from
precise in situ plate motion to local-fault loading assessment. Since Spiess et al. (1998), numerous
studies have demonstrated that combining surface GNSS positioning with underwater acoustic
positioning, known as the GNSS/A approach, is an adequate methodology for this purpose.

GNSS/A positioning is generally performed from research vessels, which are precisely positioned
by GNSS, offer facilities to deploy acoustic transponders on the seafloor, and are often equipped
with an acoustic modem and an inertial system to monitor the ship’s motions. However, such
vessels may generate unwanted acoustic noise, particularly when maintaining a fixed position
above transponders; in addition, the offsets between the GNSS antennas on a mast, the underwater
acoustic modem and the inertial system may not be known accurately enough to correct for the
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lever arms between them. Since GNSS/A data usually need to
be simultaneously acquired for several hours above a network
of transponders (e.g., Gagnon et al., 2005; Yasuda et al., 2017;
Ishikawa and Yokota, 2018), using a large vessel may also not be
cost-effective.

To palliate these inconveniences, we tested a GNSS/A
experiment with a small Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV). Such
devices are now commonly used in marine surveys, to retrieve
data from seafloor instruments or to directly acquire data (e.g.,
Berger et al., 2016; Chadwell et al., 2016; Penna et al., 2018;
Foster et al., 2020). Our USV was equipped with a GNSS antenna
mounted directly above an Ultra Short Baseline System (USBL)
integrated with an inertial system (INS). So, we combined a silent
vehicle (electrical propulsion) with a compact GNSS/A system
with a lever arm reduced to ∼1m. Here we report the results
from an experiment conducted with this autonomous system
in shallow waters to position transponders laid on the seafloor.
The acquired data allowed us to test and improve a method for
positioning a single transponder that takes advantage of the use
of an USBL instead of a simple acoustic modem, the former
providing more information than just two-way-travel times.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The principle of a GNSS/A experiment is to use a surface
platform as a relay between surface positioning relative
to satellites and underwater acoustic positioning relative to
transponders fixed on the seafloor. In this experiment, carried

FIGURE 1 | Study area. (Left) The Bay of Brest and the permanent GNSS network (red dots); (Right) Geographic locations of the transponders during the experiment.

out in the Bay of Brest, France, in July 2019, we tested a set of
new instruments:

• four CANOPUS transponders developed by iXblue company
(section 2.1);

• a small USV catamaran designed by L3 Harris—ASV
company, equipped with a GNSS receiver and a GAPS
integrated USBL/INS system also from iXblue (section 2.2).

2.1. The Underwater Transponders
The CANOPUS transponders (Complex Acoustic Network
for Offshore Positioning and Underwater Surveillance)
are a new generation of acoustic transponders developed
by iXblue. These new transponders handle underwater
acoustic communication, signal processing and algorithms
and offer improved performances for acoustic positioning of
submarine vehicles or for geodetic experiments. The CANOPUS
transponders were developed with a long autonomy (up to 3–4
years) and operate up to 4,000 m depth.

In July 2019, four CANOPUS transponders were deployed
in the shallow waters of the Bay of Brest from R/V Albert
Lucas (Figures 1, 2). The transponders were mounted on tripods,
placing the acoustic heads 1.5m above the seabed, and immersed
at an average depth of 38m. The initial objective was to form a
30m quadrilateral, but unfortunately one of tripod tipped over
during deployment and the final geometry ended up being a
nearly isosceles triangle of 30m side.

The CANOPUS transponders are omni-directional, and
measure inter-transponder two-way travel times. This
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FIGURE 2 | (Upper left and upper right) Preparation and deployment of the CANOPUS transponders mounted on tripods. The fourth one was not used in this study;

(Lower left) iXblue integrated USBL/INS system (GAPS) mounted on PAMELi adjustable daggerboard; (Lower right) Deployment of PAMELi USV from R/V Albert

Lucas. Note the installation of the GNSS antenna on the daggerboard, directly above the GAPS.

information can be used to measure relative displacements
between transponders (e.g., Sakic et al., 2016; Lange et al., 2019;
Petersen et al., 2019) or to constrain GNSS/A multi-transponder
array positioning (e.g., Sweeney et al., 2005; Sakic et al., 2020).
They can also communicate with the surface for telemetry or
positioning purposes using an USBL or an acoustic modem.
The transponders were equipped with temperature and pressure
sensors, but this information was not used here, since we
collected sound-speed profiles during the acquisition sessions.
The transponder inclinometers showed that the tripods remained
stable throughout the experiment.

2.2. The Surface Platform and Positioning
Systems
An innovative aspect of this experiment was to mount the
GNSS/A positioning system on an Unmanned Surface Vehicle
(USV) named PAMELi (Plateforme Autonome Multicapteurs
pour l’Exploration du Littoral—Autonomous Multisensor
Platform for Coastal Exploration). The PAMELi project
was developed by La Rochelle University for repeated and
multidisciplinary monitoring of shallow coastal areas (Chupin
et al., 2020). The vehicle, built by ASV, is a small battery-powered
catamaran (3m-long, 1.6m-wide, weighting 300 kg), remotely
controlled from a mother-ship or land through Wi-Fi, GSM,

or VHF communications. Capable of cruising at 3–4 kn, it has
an autonomy of about 8 h. Profiles can be pre-programmed
or set-up interactively by remote control; in addition, with a
propeller on each of its floats, the USV can maintain a stationary
position within a radius given by the operator. Data from the
mounted sensors can be telemetered to the operator and/or
stored internally.

The GNSS receiver was a Spectra SP80, able to track and
record signals from several GNSS constellations. The sampling
rate was set at 1 Hz during the whole experiment. The Real-Time
Kinematic (RTK) positioningmode was used to provide real-time
positions to the GAPS system. The GNSS antenna was mounted
directly above the underwater acoustic system on the keel of the
USV (Figure 2).

The acoustic system was a GAPS (Global Acoustic Positioning
System) M7 integrated USBL/INS device, manufactured by
iXblue. Such devices are commonly used on oceanographic
vessels for precise positioning of underwater devices or vehicles.
The GAPS is a 64 cm-high and 30 cm-wide cylinder with four legs
(Figure 2). The acoustic signal is emitted by a central acoustic
head and received by an antenna made of four hydrophones
ca. 21 cm apart. This design allows to measure both the two-
way travel times and the direction of the return signal from
the interrogated underwater device, here the transponders. In
an optimal configuration, i.e., for a SNR ≥ 20 dB, the GAPS
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FIGURE 3 | Different data acquisition modes: (A) Box-in, with clockwise and anti-clockwise circles around and centered on the transponder (red dot), (B)

Static-slanted, and (C) Static-above the transponder.

FIGURE 4 | (Left) Data acquisition trajectories of the USV during Day 2, including box-in circles and stations above or slanted relative to the transponders (TP, red

stars). (Right) Sound-speed profiles acquired during the experiment.

has a range accuracy of 2 cm and a bearing accuracy of 0.03◦.
The signal uses a frequency-shift keying modulation carried by
a 26 kHz-signal. The GAPS is able to range every 0.8 s. For
this experiment, it was configured to range the transponders
every 2 s. Ship’s motion are corrected for by the GAPS’ inertial
system (INS), which also filters out spurious real-time GNSS
positions. This INS has an accuracy of 0.01◦ on the heading,
roll and pitch components. With a GNSS receiver connected to
the GAPS, vertical and horizontal displacements of the selected
center of mass of the system (acoustic head or INS center) were
thus fully constrained (pitch, roll, latitude, longitude, heading).
The acoustic system, quasi weightless in sea-water, was immersed
in the front of the USV, away from the propellers, at ∼ 1m
depth (Figure 2). Despite such keel, the USV remained very
maneuverable, and operated smoothly in winds up to 12 kn. The
GNSS and GAPS data acquisition were monitored in real-time
from R/V Albert Lucas. The recorded noise was most of the time
below 60 dB re µPa/

√
Hz, whereas, on a regular vessel, the noise

would range between 70 and 85 dB.

2.3. Experimental Protocols
The GNSS/A experiment was carried out from July 23 to 25,
2019 in the Bay of Brest during the GEODESEA-2019 experiment
(Royer et al., 2021). Its goals were (1) to test the CANOPUS
transponders and their auxiliary sensors, and (2) to test the

feasibility of GNSS/A positioning from an USV. The Bay of Brest
provided a convenient area, close to port and sheltered from
the open-sea swell. The nearest permanent GNSS station (BRST)
was only 8 km away from the deployment area (see also section
3.2). Five vertical sound-velocity profiles were acquired during
the experiment using a CTD probe. The profiles are shown in
Figure 4. To avoid strong tidal currents, the experience took
place during a neap tide period (coefficients 50 to 44)1 and
weather conditions were sunny and calm. The tides had a 2–
3m amplitude (i.e., the depth of the transponders varied by that
amount about an average depth of 38m).

During deployment, transponder TP#4 tipped over, but
despite its transducer on the ground, operated at nominal
capacity. Still, this transponder will not be considered here. For
the absolute positioning test, three different acquisition protocols
were tested (Figures 3, 4):

• In a Box-in mode, the USV navigated for about 20–30min
along repeated circles of 10m diameter (about 1/4th the water
depth) centered on the transponder of interest. Thus, the
shooting angle w.r.t. to the vertical was ∼12◦ and the average

1The French Navy’s hydrographic and oceanographic service (SHOM) defines the

amplitude of the tides for the French coasts on a scale ranging from 20 to 120.
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slant range was equal to the depth. The circles were traveled
both clockwise and anti-clockwise;

• In a Static-above mode, the USV remained stationary for
10–15min within a 3m circle centered at the apex of the
considered transponder;

• In a Static-slanted mode, the USV remained stationary during
1 h within a 3m circle centered at the apex of the barycenter of
the triangle made by the three vertical transponders. Acoustic
rays were then slanted by about∼20◦. In this mode, the GAPS
ranged each transponder in turn.

3. DATA PROCESSING

3.1. Inputs and Outputs
The ultimate objective of GNSS/A positioning is to determine
the coordinates of seafloor transponders. For each transponder
i, we note its coordinates XRi = [xRi , yRi , zRi ]. We assume
these coordinates fixed and stable during the whole experiment,
since the transponders are installed on rigid and ballasted metal
tripods. These coordinates will be derived from the following
observations (represented in Figure 5):

FIGURE 5 | Components and vector representation of the GNSS/A system

(description in section 3.1).

• The positions of the embarked surface devices XS =
[xS, yS, zS], provided by GNSS observations. Since the USV is
moving, XS is a function of time and thus we have, for each
epoch t of the experiment, XS(t). The embarked devices are,
namely:

– the GNSS antenna whose position is XGNSS(t).
– the GAPS acoustic head emitting the acoustic pings, whose

position is XAHD(t).
– and the GAPS four-hydrophones receiving the returned

pings, whose positions are XHPj(t), where j ∈ [[1, 4]].

• The tie vectors XMEC (also known as lever arms), that link the
different surface devices in the mechanical frame MEC of the
USV. These vectors were measured manually on-shore before
the USV deployment;

• The attitude of the USV, i.e., the heading α, pitch β , and roll γ
angles recorded by the Inertial Motion Unit (IMU) integrated
in the GAPS. So for each epoch t, R(t) = [α(t),β(t), γ (t)] is
acquired;

• The two-way-travel times τi (called TWTT hereinafter)
between the GAPS and the seafloor transponders for each
acoustic ping i. Each TWTT is received at instant tTWTT,rec,i.
The emission instant tTWTT,emi,i of the corresponding ping is
determined by the relation tTWTT,rec,i = tTWTT,emi,i+τi + τTAT .
The τTAT (for Turn Around Time) is a preset delay before the
transponder replies to an interrogating signal. Since there are
four hydrophones recording separately, for one emitted ping
i, there are four TWTT values τi,j and four distinct reception
instants tTWTT,rec,i,j;

• The direction of arrival (also known as direction cosines, called
DOA hereinafter), corresponding to the vectors between the
GAPS and each transponder. Here, we used the DOA values
directly estimated by the GAPS interface. In addition to the
TWTTs, for each ping i, the DOA vector is defined as Di =
[dx,i, dy,i, dz,i], which we assumed normalized;

• And a sound-speed profile (SSP) made of two vectors Z and
C, respectively the depth and corresponding sound speed.
Since this experiment took place in shallow waters over a
short-time period, we here assumed that the sound velocity
field was homogeneous (Sakic et al., 2018). From the sound-
speed profile, an harmonic mean value can be determined:
cref = zmax−z0

∫ zmax
z0

c(z)−1dz
. This simplification allowed us to estimate

a correction δc to this mean value. When processing each
acquisition mode, described hereafter, we applied the nearest
available SSP.

To simplify the calculations, the coordinates of the transponders
will be determined in a local topocentric reference frame with
North, East, and Down axes, hereafter calledNED. We arbitrarily
chose the NED frame origin [x0, y0, z0] as the center of gravity of
the three vertical transponder array.

3.2. GNSS Processing
To determine the GAPS position at the emission and reception
times in a terrestrial reference frame, the GNSS position of the
USV must be transferred to the acoustic system. During the
experiment, the former was determined from real-time kinematic
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(RTK) positioning. Through the cellular network, the SP80
receiver downloaded the real-time corrections from the French
TERIA network and achieved a centimetric positioning accuracy
(Chambon, 2019). This method is commonly used in geodetic
field experiments, whenever the RTK network is accessible. The
transfer of accurate real-time positions from GNSS to the GAPS
also allowed the INS to be realigned and limit the effects of the
USV drift.

To test the quality of our RTK real-time positioning, the GNSS
data were post-processed with the RTKLIB software, using the
double-difference method (Takasu and Yasuda, 2009).We use the
BRST permanent station as the reference base (Figure 1); this
station, located at ∼8 km from our working area, is part of the
French permanent RGP-GNSS network managed by IGN (the
French national mapping agency). Since real-time coordinates
were given in the French national reference system RGF93
(Duquenne, 2018), for the sake of consistency, we computed
all post-processed coordinates in this reference system. We
considered the GPS data only (hereinafter called “GPS-only
mode”), and all the available data including those of the Galileo
and GLONASS constellations (hereinafter called “multi-GNSS
mode”). In the absence of operational IGS multi-GNSS products
so far (Mansur et al., 2020; Sośnica et al., 2020), we used the
GFZ multi-GNSS products for orbit and clock corrections (Deng
et al., 2017; Männel et al., 2020). The other GNSS processing
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

3.3. Transfer of the GNSS Position to the
GAPS
The objective is to determine the GAPS position at the emission
and reception instants. This is the reason why it is necessary
to transfer the GNSS-antenna position to the different GAPS
components (emitter and receivers).

The input data involved in this operation are:

• The positions of a main GNSS antenna in a global Earth-
centered, Earth-fixed reference frame ECEF, either geocentric
(xi, yi, zi) or geographic (ϕi, λi, hi), at sampling times tGNSS,i.
We call them XECEF,GNSS(tGNSS,i);

• The heading α, pitch β , and roll γ angles of the USV at the
sampling time tINS,i;

TABLE 1 | GNSS post-processing parameters.

Mode GPS-only Multi-GNSS

Constellations GPS GPS, GLONASS, Galileo

Frequency L1 + L2 L1 + L2

Elevation mask 10◦ 10◦

Ionospheric correction Broadcast IGS Broadcast IGS

Tropospheric correction Saastamoinen Saastamoinen

Tide corrections Off Off

GNSS phase center ANTEX NGS14 ANTEX NGS14

Ephemeris MGEX GFZ products MGEX GFZ products

Ambiguity resolution Fix and hold Fix and hold

Dynamic mode On On

• The tie vectors between these devices in the USV internal
mechanical frame MEC. If we consider the GAPS IMU
reference point as the origin of this frame, then XMEC,IMU =
[0, 0, 0]. The coordinates of the GNSS-antenna reference point
(XMEC,GNSS), that of the acoustic head (XMEC,AHD) and those
of the four hydrophones (XMEC,HPj) are thus expressed with
respect to the IMU reference point. To simplify the notation,
XMEC,AHD and XMEC,HPj are hereinafter assimilated to the
same vector XMEC,S.

Thus, the objective is to get, in the NED topocentric reference
frame, the coordinates of the GAPS (XNED,S(t)) at the ping
emission temi,i and reception trec,i instants. The USV position
XECEF,GNSS is transferred into the NED frame using the formula
described, for instance, by Grewal et al. (2007), and thus we have
XNED,GNSS for any sampling instant tGNSS,i. We then performed a
linear interpolation to obtain the exact positions of the platform
at the ping emission and reception instants (temi,i and trec,i).

Meanwhile, the USV on-board device coordinates in the
MEC frame are transferred to the “instantaneous topocentric
frame” iNED. It corresponds to a transformation of the MEC
frame where its axes are co-linear to the NED ones, i.e., by
applying the USV attitude R to the tie vectors. To do so, we
associated a quaternion q(tINS,i) to each record of the IMU,
R(tINS,i) (Großekatthöfer and Yoon, 2012). We renamed ti the
instants temi,i and trec,i since the procedure is the same for the
emission and reception instants. Then, using the Slerp attitude
interpolation method (Kremer, 2008), we determine the attitude
of the platform at instant ti represented by the quaternion qi.

From this operation, the positions of the GNSS and of the
GAPS acoustic head and hydrophones in the iNED frame at the
transmission and reception instants are determined by:

XiNED,S(ti) = qi

[

0
XMEC,S(ti)

]

q−1
i (1)

XiNED,GNSS(ti) = qi

[

0
XMEC,GNSS(ti)

]

q−1
i (2)

It comes that the vector Ti between the iNED positions of the
GNSS and the GAPS is:

Ti =
−−−−−→
GNSS , S = XiNED,S − XiNED,GNSS (3)

Then, the NED position of the GNSS can be transferred to the
GAPS by translation:

XNED,S(ti) = XNED,GNSS(ti)+ Ti (4)

3.4. Least-Squares Model
Finally, we used a least-squares (LSQ) inversion (e.g., Strang and
Borre, 1997; Ghilani, 2011) to estimate the desired parameters,
namely the transponder coordinates XRi and the sound speed
correction δc. The observable, in the least-squares sense, are the
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TWTTs τi and the DOAs Di. Thus, the associated observation
functions fTWTT and fDOA are:

fTWTT : (XR, δc) 7−→ τ (5)

fDOA : (XR) 7−→ D (6)

We have:

fTWTT :

∥

∥XR − XAHD(temi)
∥

∥+
∥

∥XR − XHPj(trec)
∥

∥

c+ δc
+ τTAT = τ

(7)

fDOA :

XR − XAHD(trec)
∥

∥XR − XAHD(trec)
∥

∥

= D (8)

To establish the JacobianmatrixA, we need the partial derivatives
of fTWTT and fDOA:

∂fTWTT

∂XR
=

1

c+ δc
·

(

XR − XAHD(temi)
∥

∥XR − XAHD(temi)
∥

∥

+
XR − XHPj(trec)
∥

∥XR − XHPj(trec)
∥

∥

)

(9)

=











1
c+δc ·

(

xR−xAHD(temi)

‖XR−XAHD(temi)‖ + xR−xHPj(trec)

‖XR−XHPj(trec)‖
)

1
c+δc ·

(

yR−yAHD(temi)

‖XR−XAHD(temi)‖ + yR−yHPj(trec)

‖XR−XHPj(trec)‖
)

1
c+δc ·

(

zR−zAHD(temi)

‖XR−XAHD(temi)‖ + zR−zHPj(trec)

‖XR−XHPj(trec)‖
)











⊺

(10)

∂fTWTT

∂δc
=

−
∥

∥XR − XAHD(temi)
∥

∥−
∥

∥XR − XHPj(trec)
∥

∥

(c+ δc)2
(11)

∂fDOA

∂XR
=












− (yR−yS)
2+(zR−zS)

2

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3
− (xR−xS)(yR−yS)

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3
− (xR−xS)(zR−zS)

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3

− (yR−yS)(xR−xS)

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3
− (xR−xS)

2+(zR−zS)
2

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3
− (yR−yS)(zR−zS)

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3

− (zR−zS)(xR−xS)

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3
− (zR−zS)(yR−yS)

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3
− (xR−xS)

2+(yR−yS)
2

‖XR−XAHD(trec)‖3













(12)

Then, the problem is solved with an approach similar to the one
described by Sakic et al. (2020). The adjustment δX on the a priori
values X0 of the transponder coordinates and the sound speed
correction are given by the relation:

δX = (A⊺P B)−1A⊺P B (13)

whereA is the Jacobian in the neighborhood ofX0. B and P is the
weight matrix. If the DOA are ignored, P is equal to the identity
and corresponds to the differences between the observations
and the theoretical quantities determined by fTWTT (X0) and
fDOA (X0). In the end, the observation residuals are given by:

V = B− A(X0 + δX) (14)

Since the algorithm needs several steps k to converge, we used
an iterative process where the estimated values become the new
a priori values at step k + 1, so that X0 ,k + δXk = X0 ,k+1. The
iterations stop when the convergence criterion is met, in our case
when ‖δX‖k < 10−5m. It generally occurs after the fourth or
fifth iteration.

3.5. Outlier Detections
To eliminate the outliers, both in the TWTTs and the DOAs, we
use the MAD (Median Absolute Deviation) method (Leys et al.,
2013).

For a set of observation L, the MAD is defined as:

MAD = median
(
∣

∣L−median(L)
∣

∣

)

(15)

Then, for each observation li (where li ∈
{

τi, dx,i, dy,i, dz,i
}

), we
haveMi so as :

Mi =
b
(

li −median (L)
)

MAD
(16)

where b is a coefficient related to the statistical distribution of the
data considered (Rousseeuw and Croux, 1993). If the distribution
is normal, b ≈ 0.67449. Then, if Mi > s, li is eliminated as an
outlier for the next iteration, s is a threshold and typically we take
s = 3 if the distribution is normal.

4. DATA ANALYSIS

4.1. Parameterization
The data acquired during the experiment were processed with the
model described in the previous sections. The observed TWTTs
were weighted by an a priori standard deviation ςTWTT =
2× 10−5 s, corresponding to the time precision described in the
GAPS data-sheet. We tested different configurations where the
sound-speed correction δc is estimated and where it is not. We
also tested the contribution of the DOAs in the precision and
repeatability of the transponder position. We thus processed the
DOAs in three different ways: (1) not used in the inversion,
(2) taken into account with a loose a priori standard deviation
ςDOA,l = 10−2 or (3) considered as fully constraint ςDOA,c =
10−3. Like the DOAs, ςDOA are unitless and were chosen based
on the direction cosine variations for signal’s direction of arrival
uncertainties δθ at ≈ 45◦. For δθ = 1 and 0.1◦, we found
ςDOA = cos(45◦+ δθ)− cos(45◦) ≈ 10−2 and 10−3, respectively.

4.2. Test of Different Parameterizations in a
Box-In Mode
To test whether the DOAs improve the positioning accuracy,
we first exploited the observations made in box-in modes on
Day 2. As we focused on the acoustic positioning algorithm,
we used the post-processed GPS-only data as the surface
positioning solution. We processed each box-in with the six
parameterizations described in section 4.1, made up of three
ςDOA and two δc modes (estimated or not). The acquisition
duration were in the order of ∼25 min, as summarized in
Table 2A along with the number of recorded TWTTs and the
percentage of TWTT outliers.
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TABLE 2 | Acquisition duration, number of pings, and percentage of outlier pings

for each transponder in the different acquisition modes.

TP Dura. (min) TWTTs (#) Outliers (%)

(A) IN BOX-IN MODE

1 1 26.60 2320.00 5.78

2 2 24.90 2260.00 1.59

3 3 22.20 2176.00 1.84

TP Mode Dura. (min) TWTTs (#) Outliers (%)

(B) IN STATIC MODES

1 1 Above 17.20 1,616 15.22

2 1 Slanted (AM) 50.50 1,131 32.18

3 1 Slanted (PM) 30.10 670 32.69

4 2 Above 16.40 1,846 0.11

5 2 Slanted (AM) 50.70 1,300 27.85

6 2 Slanted (PM) 30.20 831 24.31

7 3 Above 12.20 1,304 0.31

8 3 Slanted (AM) 50.70 1,045 36.36

9 3 Slanted (PM) 30.20 778 17.35

TP Mode Day Dura. (min) TWTTs(#) Outliers (%)

(C) IN CLOCKWISE AND ANTICLOCKWISE MODE

1 1 CW 1 11.00 984 0.81

2 1 ACW 1 10.20 1,015 0.39

3 1 CW + ACW 1 21.90 1,999 0.45

4 1 CW 2 17.00 1,484 8.83

5 1 ACW 2 9.60 832 0.84

6 1 CW + ACW 2 26.60 2,320 5.86

7 3 CW 1 7.70 716 0.00

8 3 ACW 1 13.20 1,136 0.26

9 3 CW + ACW 1 23.90 1,852 4.37

10 3 CW 2 11.50 1,096 2.01

11 3 ACW 2 10.60 1,080 1.67

12 3 CW + ACW 2 22.20 2,176 2.25

When errors are independent from epoch to epoch and follow
a Gaussian distribution, having more data will reduce the final
position error. However, noise in GNSS positioning is known to
be colored (Williams, 2004), and the ocean properties, such as
current, salinity, or temperature, do not evolve with a white noise
either. Therefore, subsampling the data from the experiment may
give results that are highly sensitive to the selected subsampled
windows. To test the accuracy (or appropriateness) of the model
used in the least-squares inversion, we extracted successive
and non-overlapping subsets from the experimental dataset
and observed how the resulting transponder position changed
between subsets. We can then derive a standard deviation for
each parameterization. For each transponder, we divided the total
acquisition period into five data subsets, each containing the
same number of USV circles around the transponder.

Figure 6 shows the resulting locations for the three
transponders. Each parameterization is represented in a
different color and symbol. The “tripod” symbols ( , , )
represent runs where the δc estimation is disabled, and the
triangles (◮,N,H) represent runs where δc is estimated. The
light tripods and empty triangles represent the LSQ inversion

result for each of the five data subsets, and the bold/thick
equivalent symbols represent the arithmetic mean of the five
subsets, with their standard deviations. Star filled-symbols (★)
in matching colors represent the results of the LSQ inversion for
the entire period, with their formal standard deviation. Standard
deviations for each parameterization are listed in Table 3.

First of all, solutions where δc is estimated and DOAs are
not used or loosely constrained (◮ and N) yield high standard
deviations and a poor compatibility with their complete period
counterpart. This is due to a complete trade-off between the
TWTTs and the sound speed. Such parameterization should
thus be avoided. Solutions where δc is not estimated while the
DOAs are either unused or loosely constrained ( and ) give
almost equal values (within a millimeter). In a box-in mode,
we can conclude that using loose or no constraints from the
DOAs yields equivalent results, if δc is not estimated. It is worth
noting that when DOAs are constrained ( and H), standard
deviations are smaller compared to the two previous solutions.
However, compatibility with the solution based on the whole
period is also smaller, which shows the best stability among
these parameterizations.

When DOAs are constrained, we note a difference for
transponders 1 and 3 between solutions whether δc is estimated
or not, even if the subset standard deviations are slightly higher
when δc is estimated. This dispersion may be due to the relatively
small number of TWTTs in each data subset (∼ 440), which
prevents a reliable estimation of the δc parameter. Nevertheless,
the residual sum of squares remains smaller by about 2–10%
(which is expected since adjusting an additional parameter
reduces the residuals). Thus, in a box-in mode, a solution with
constrained DOAs and estimated δc is considered as the most
optimal parameterization.

Note that even if the horizontal standard deviation is mostly
below 10 cm, the standard deviation on the depth can reach the
meter level. This is due to the high dependence of depth on sound
velocity. Nevertheless, the parameterization with constrained
DOAs and estimated δc also tends to reduce the dispersion on
the vertical component.

4.3. Repeatability in Static Mode
The repeatability of the different parameterizations in a static
mode can be evaluated from the data collected Day 2, where two
sessions in a static-slanted mode were recorded, in the morning
(AM) and in the afternoon (PM) (Figure 3B), along with a station
above each transponder (Figure 3C). Table 2B summarizes the
acquisition sessions, the number of recorded TWTTs and the
outlier ratio. The results are presented in Figure 7 and Table 4.

The three sub-figures in Figure 7 show the resulting locations
for the three transponders in static mode. Symbols represent
different parameterizations and colors, different static acquisition
modes. The horizontal and vertical bars give the LSQ formal
standard deviations. The black star (★) shows the position
estimated from the box-in mode in section 4.2.

Parameterizations where δc is estimated and DOAs are loosely
constrained yield a repeatability of several decimeters between
the three sessions, up to a meter when DOAs are not used
and δc is estimated. The dispersion of the solutions decreases
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FIGURE 6 | Positions of the three transponders based on the box-in acquisitions, in a local topocentric reference frame. The thin tripod symbols ( , , ) and empty

triangles ( ,△,▽) represent the LSQ inversion results for each of the five data subsets. The equivalent bold/thick symbols represent the arithmetic means of the five

subset-derived positions with their standard deviations. The colored-star (★) represents the result of the LSQ inversion and its formal standard deviation, based on the

entire dataset; colors correspond to the different parameterizations used. For the δc estimation, “I” stands for used, and “O” for not used. Few outlier solutions are

outside the frame.

depending on whether DOAs are not used, loosely or fully
constrained, showing that taking DOAs into account improves
the position determination. The best repeatability is obtained
with constrained DOAs but δc not estimated. The dispersion then

ranges between 1 and 6.5 cm on the North component and 6
and 13.4 cm on the East component. Moreover, these solutions
are the most consistent with the best solution obtained in a box-
in mode (section 4.2). The dispersion with constrained DOAs is
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TABLE 3 | Standard deviations of the North, East, Depth, and Celerity

components, for each parameterizations (δc and ςDOA columns) and each

transponders (TP column) in box-in mode.

TP δc ςDOA σN (cm) σE (cm) σD (cm) σC (m/s)

1 1 False Constr. 2.15 3.80 1.08 N/A

2 1 False Loose 3.26 4.00 0.78 N/A

3 1 False False 3.28 3.91 0.77 N/A

4 1 True Constr. 3.11 4.00 24.05 9.32

5 1 True Loose 7.74 3.98 72.50 26.81

6 1 True False 9.57 3.94 98.17 36.23

7 2 False Constr. 1.27 1.99 0.66 N/A

8 2 False Loose 1.55 2.96 0.67 N/A

9 2 False False 1.56 2.98 0.67 N/A

10 2 True Constr. 2.08 2.08 29.24 10.64

11 2 True Loose 4.56 6.49 63.47 22.83

12 2 True False 8.03 11.30 135.58 48.95

13 3 False Constr. 1.25 3.17 1.45 N/A

14 3 False Loose 4.25 3.20 1.88 N/A

15 3 False False 4.32 3.20 1.88 N/A

16 3 True Constr. 1.30 2.79 23.49 8.40

17 3 True Loose 4.04 2.30 53.84 19.74

18 3 True False 4.33 1.62 100.07 36.81

two to three times greater when estimating δc. Thus, in a static
mode, estimating the sound speed is not optimal, as it does not
improve the solution. Moreover, the solutions without DOAs are
constrained only by the small USV displacements induced by
the waves and the currents (a perfectly still USV on a perfectly
flat sea would lead to a singular design matrix and thus to an
under-determined problem). In general, a static acquisition is not
optimal for geodetic applications due to the lack of constrain on
the vertical component in the USV motion; the addition of a
depth sensor (echosounder or pressure sensor) would be needed.

4.4. Repeatability of Box-In Mode
To further test the repeatability of the box-in mode, we compared
the sessions between Day 1 and 2, and particularly the effects
of the USV direction when circling the transponders. Thus,
we processed separately, for both days and for transponders 1
and 3, periods when the USV was rotating clockwise (CW) or
anticlockwise (ACW), and when clockwise + anticlockwise (CW
+ ACW) acquisitions were combined (Table 2C and Figure 8).
Unfortunately, the raw GNSS observations are not available for
the first day (and thus could not be reprocessed), so all these tests
use the Real-Time RTK positions of the USV.

Despite the short duration of each session, the results display
a very good repeatability between Days 1 and 2 for the combined
CW+ACW sessions (Table 5B). The differences are smaller than
3 cm on the North and East components, except for Transponder
3 which shows a difference of 7.2 cm on the East component.
This difference could be explained by the poor repeatability of the
ACW rotation. As expected, the CW + ACW solution is located
in the middle of the individual CW and ACW solutions. It is also
worth noticing that the rotation direction seems to influence the

repeatability of the box-in (Table 5A). The horizontal difference
is about 5 cm, and up to 8.5 cm for transponder 3 on Day 1. This
difference may be due to changes in the water column between
successive CW and ACW acquisitions or to an unidentified bias
in the lever arms; both effects would averaged out in combining
CW and ACW sessions.

4.5. Influence of the GNSS Solution on
Seafloor Positioning
To evaluate the effects of GNSS positioning (section 3.2),
namely real-time RTK, GPS-only and multi-GNSS, on the overall
solution, we analyzed the TWTT residuals after the least-square
inversion. We considered the three transponder box-in modes
presented in section 4.2 and tested the three different GNSS
solutions. The inversion is based on constrained DOAs and an
adjusted δc. The results are shown in Figure 9 and Table 6.
For a better readability, the TWTT residuals are converted into
distances using the estimated sound speed.

We can see that the GNSS solution has an effect on the TWTT
residuals. The standard deviation difference for transponders
1 and 3 are respectively ∼3.5 and ∼4.5 cm smaller for post-
processed solution compared to the real-time one. The multi-
GNSS solution also yields slightly smaller residuals than the
GPS-only solution but the improvement is not significant. For
transponder 2, the post-processed vs. real-time difference is less
prominent (∼5mm) and the GPS-only solution gives smaller
residuals. Overall, the post-processed solutions provide smaller
TWTT residuals than the real-time solution.

5. DISCUSSION

In line with previous experiments (Chadwell et al., 2016;
Iinuma et al., 2021), this study confirms the feasibility of
GNSS/A positioning from an USV. In addition to an easier
implementation at a reduced cost, the size of USV avoids any
complex topometric survey to determine the lever arms of the
system (eg. Chadwell, 2003). Here, the lever arms were measured
directly on-shore with a simple ruler with an optimal accuracy.
Nevertheless, an a posteriori adjustment of the lever arms in the
LSQ model can be valuable (Chen et al., 2019). Regarding the
absolute positioning, we used a simple linear interpolation to
determine the USV’s position at the ping emission and reception
epochs. This approach is sufficient for the static modes since
the GNSS position sampling rate is high (1Hz) and the USV
displacements relatively small (sub-meter level). Nevertheless, a
Lagrangian interpolation would be more appropriate when the
USV is moving (box-in mode).

USV platforms may revolutionize seafloor geodesy in the near
future. In addition tomore frequent and spatially denser GNSS/A
observations, combining multiple platforms (USVs and a ship)
can allow a simultaneous monitoring of the sound-speed field
in the ocean (Matsui et al., 2019; Ishikawa et al., 2020). This
parameter undoubtedly remains the most critical for an accurate
underwater geodetic positioning.

Using an USBL (here a GAPS) instead of a simple
acoustic modem allow to measure DOAs in addition
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FIGURE 7 | Positions of the three transponders based on the static acquisitions. The symbols represent the different parameterizations and the colors the acquisition

modes (static-slanted in the morning or the afternoon, and static-above). The horizontal and vertical bars are LSQ formal standard deviations. The black stars (★)

represent the real-time solutions provided by the USBL/INS system after box-in (see section 4.2). For δc estimation, “I” stands for used, and “O” for not used. Few

outlier solutions are outside the frame.

to TWTTs. Integrating these observations in the least-
squares inversion improve the transponder positioning
accuracy. We have shown that, both in box-in and static
acquisitions, taking the DOAs into account improves
the repeatability of the estimated positions between
different sessions.

This experiment in shallow water (∼40m) is a proof-of-
concept. The repeatability of the sessions in box-in mode
is about 5 cm. Such accuracy is not sufficient to measure
plate motions or fault-slips which are in the order of few
mm/year to cm/year (e.g., Bürgmann and Chadwell, 2014), unless
measurements are repeated very often and over half a decade
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TABLE 4 | Standard deviations of the North, East, Depth, and Sound-speed

components, for each parameterizations (δc and ςDOA columns) and each

transponders (TP column) in static modes.

TP δc ςDOA σN (cm) σE (cm) σD (cm) σC (m/s)

1 1 False Constr. 0.98 6.03 126.81 N/A

2 1 False Loose 12.14 24.93 135.63 N/A

3 1 False False 67.47 72.11 156.22 N/A

4 1 True Constr. 7.72 27.46 130.55 11.05

5 1 True Loose 7.45 40.52 80.88 32.48

6 1 True False 112.04 823.36 410.85 271.00

7 2 False Constr. 4.75 13.39 124.11 N/A

8 2 False Loose 13.34 32.63 129.54 N/A

9 2 False False 51.20 123.61 172.84 N/A

10 2 True Constr. 7.07 20.93 33.19 40.96

11 2 True Loose 44.23 136.97 316.54 159.19

12 2 True False 240.75 753.49 424.65 234.84

13 3 False Constr. 6.46 1.82 128.07 N/A

14 3 False Loose 3.94 19.09 128.38 N/A

15 3 False False 6.19 59.13 133.35 N/A

16 3 True Constr. 20.38 4.94 114.18 94.51

17 3 True Loose 17.26 9.12 406.69 211.90

18 3 True False 163.59 23.40 418.76 227.25

TABLE 5 | (A) Differences on East, North, and Down components between

clockwise and anti-clockwise box-in rotations. (B) Differences in the East, North,

and Down components between days 1 and 2 for clockwise (CW), anti-clockwise

(ACW), and complete (CW + ACW) box-in circles.

TP Day/Rotation 1N (cm) 1E (cm) 12D (cm) 1D (cm)

mode

(A) DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CW and ACW ROTATIONS

1 1 1 −4.56 −1.82 4.91 65.65

2 1 2 −1.67 −5.76 6.00 77.32

3 3 1 1.71 −8.29 8.46 74.73

4 3 2 3.66 −3.63 5.16 57.38

(B) DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DAYS 1 AND 2

1 1 CW −2.34 2.64 3.53 235.62

2 1 ACW 0.55 −1.30 1.41 247.28

3 1 CW + ACW 0.54 1.98 2.06 229.81

4 3 CW 0.19 4.98 4.98 166.81

5 3 ACW 2.14 9.64 9.87 149.46

6 3 CW + ACW −0.74 7.21 7.25 160.37

or more. Despite the significant contribution of the DOAs,
longer acquisition sessions (i.e., continuous over few hours)
would be necessary in a true experiment. The effect would be
to average out the GNSS positioning and acoustic propagation
errors along with internal wave effects. Moreover, the poor
repeatability of static acquisitions clearly shows that additional

observations like depth are required to efficiently estimate the
sound speed.

Since the DOA accuracy is a function of the water depth,
DOAs in deep waters may not be as critical as in shallow waters
for the precision of seafloor positioning. Further investigations
are needed to assess their actual contribution in the deep ocean.
In any case, one of the objectives of this work was to explore
the contribution of such information, and we believe that DOAs
would improve seafloor positioning accuracy, for instance, in
an experiment using a single seafloor transponder and several
ranging mobile-platforms. They could also be of value to observe
fast and/or repeated co-seismic displacements of the seafloor (in
the order of several centimeters within few days), where active
tectonics occurs in shallowwaters, as for instance, off the Vanuatu
Islands (e.g., Ballu et al., 2013) or near the Saintes Archipelago
(West Indies) (e.g., Bazin et al., 2010).

In this paper, we chose to adjust the sound speed by a simple
constant since the acquisition sessions were short (15min to
1 h). The sound speed variability between the beginning and
end of a session could thus be neglected at first approximation.
However, for longer sessions, adjusting this parameter with a
sine, polynomial, or spline function should be preferred (Fujita
et al., 2006; Yasuda et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Liu et al.,
2019). Moreover, in deeper waters, more accurate ray-tracing
should also replace the straight-ray approximation (Chadwell
and Sweeney, 2010; Sakic et al., 2018).

6. CONCLUSION

This experiment in the Bay of Brest, France, was meant
to be a proof-of-concept for underwater geodetic positioning
from an Unmanned Surface Vehicle. The experimental set-
up comprised three acoustic transponders on the seafloor and
an integrated USBL/INS system coupled with a GNSS receiver
mounted on a USV. The locations of the transponders were
derived from the recorded two-way-travel times between the
USV and the transponders, and from the direction of arrival
of the returned signals. The GNSS receiver, supplemented by
the inertial system, provided the surface positioning. During the
experiment and this study, different acquisition trajectories were
compared: box-in circles and stations above or slanted relative to
the transponders.

This paper describes a method to calculate the position of
the USBL acoustic head from GNSS observations and attitude
measurements. A least-squares model is developed to determine
the transponder positions from TWTT and DOA observations,
and from an estimation of the acoustic signal propagation
speed. Using DOAs improve the repeatability of transponder
positioning in box-in and static acquisitions. For a single
transponder localization, box-in provides better results than a
static acquisition. Over all the sessions spanning 2 days, the
resulting repeatability of positioning is 5 cm, despite the short
duration of the GNSS/A sessions (∼ 20min each). We also
demonstrated a smaller dispersion of TWTTs residuals when a
post-processed GNSS solution is used instead of the real-time
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FIGURE 8 | Positions of transponders 1 and 3 based on a clockwise box-in (◮) and anticlockwise box-in (◭) for Day 1 and 2, compared to the result combining CW

and ACW box-ins (●).
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FIGURE 9 | Histograms of the TWTT residuals (converted to distance) based on the different GNSS solutions for the three transponders in box-in mode.

TABLE 6 | Standard deviation in centimeters of the TWTT residuals converted to

distance using different GNSS solution type for the three transponders (TP) in

box-in mode.

TP RTKLIB multiGNSS RTKLIB GPS only RTK Real-time

1 10.55 10.78 14.34

2 6.20 5.90 6.78

3 11.73 11.88 16.50

RTK solution. This work could set the basis for operational USV-
based GNSS/A campaigns for geophysical monitoring in the
near future.
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